
Sean Penn once said of Obama that he felt proud of his country for having the nerve to elect an elegant man 
as president. What he really meant by that is not very clear, but all the better. It is suggestive and 
provocative. Beauty in all its forms is an abtract quality, and very difficult to define. But the one thing that 
remains true is that it is one of the most inspiring human values. 

Canons of masculine beauty have changed. In ancient Greece the ideal of beauty was embodied by boys 
and young men, not women. It was a civilization that idealized the relationship between an adult man and 
an adolescent youth. Intergenerational male love was natural and common. Homosexuality among troops 
was encouraged in ancient Greece. The Sacred Band of Thebes, for example, was made up of 150 male 
couples, for it was believed that lovers could fight more fiercely than men with no ardent bonds. And of 
course, Alexander the Great loved Hephaiston and Achilles loved Patroklos. 

Today, the canon for male beauty has been greatly influenced by the glamourous world of 
the silver screen. George Clooney is widely thought one of the most elegant and 
handsomest men alive. Surely his resemblance to Cary Grant, one of Hollywood's 
definitive leading men during its golden age, has something to do with it. Movies today 
play the same role storytellers and bards played centuries ago. And we need heroes today 
just as much as ancient Greeks needed Odysseus, Apollo or Achilles. 

Whereas examples abound of elegant and handsome men in movies, not many exist in 
politics, anywhere. Although there is no rational way to relate elegance or glamour with 
good government, appearance does play an important role in our subconscious decisions. 
John F. Kennedy beat Richard Nixon in the 1960 elections, among other reasons because he 
looked relaxed, tanned, younger and fresh in the first and most watched debate, and wore 
make up, unlike Nixon, who appeared pale, sweaty, sickly and tired. The Jack and Jackie 
formula worked remarkably well for the image of the United States abroad -they made the 
country look good; and implanted a sense of pride and added an element of refinement, in 
a country with no monarchy.

The Obamas have been frequently compared to the Kennedys. They have brought 
elegance and class to the White House, in stark contrast to president George W. Bush. 
Clinton was charismatic, but never had the style that Obama naturally has. In Europe, 
apart from Christine Lagarde, the incredibly stylish, chic and sophisticated French 
managing director of the IMF, and the former Spanish Minister of Economy and Finance, 
Elena Salgado, not many elegant politicians or public servants come to mind. It's as if the 
work of a politician were at odds with refinement. Obama has changed that, showing that 
physical elegance can come hand in hand with elegance of thought and speech. A man of 
education and intelligence, smooth, classy and with lyrical, powerful, exquisite oration.
 
 Obama also has Joe Biden, the man he chose as his vicepresident. If you didn't know who 
he was, you'd think he is a Hollywood actor. He has the charming presence of Robert 
Redford and the impeccably austere and subdued virility of Gary Cooper. A key man in the 
administration, often hailed by the president as a man who constantly plays a contrarian 
role and questions assumptions, and whose valuable advise he seeks, Joe Biden is also an 
incredibly elegant man, apart from being intoxicatingly handsome. Notice the colour of 
his suit on a visit to Iraq, matching the military boots that are de rigueur in these visits. 

 So the question I put forward is, should we start basing our political choices based on 
beauty and elegance from now on? Dostoevsky once said: "Beauty will save the world". 
Truth, goodness and beauty are, after all, the great trascendents of the classical tradition. 
Perhaps this is what we left out of the formula and what we need to bring back. Let's bring 
back the elegant man. 


